San Carlos Apache Gaming Enterprise announces partnership with WynnBet to
secure online Sports Betting License
San Carlos, Arizona—(July 8, 2021)—The San Carlos Apache Tribal Gaming Enterprise (hereinafter
referred to as “SCATGE”) announced today that they have reached an agreement with a globally
recognized brand, WynnBET to pursue an online sports betting license in Arizona. This partnership
comes on the heels of the State of Arizona’s new gaming compact and legislation which will allow state
wide online sports betting.
SCATGE are owners and operators of the Apache Gold Casino Resort and Apache Sky, and they will be
working directly with cutting-edge online sports betting app WynnBET, which is backed by the renowned
Wynn Resorts. As stated by WynnBET representatives, the agreement is to secure licensure, but market
access is subject to state eligibility and availability as well as regulatory approvals.
“This partnership will be a game changer for the SCATGE, the San Carlos Apache Tribe and the State of
Arizona. We are so happy to be in a position to partner with such a well-known, reputable and premier
online and mobile sports betting partner,“ said SCATGE CEO Matt Olin.
Once the approval process is confirmed, WynnBET and the San Carlos Gaming Enterprise will be able to
offer, “An ultra-intuitive and highly responsive interface that delivers hundreds of sports betting options
to delight both aficionados and beginners alike. In conjunction with Wynn Resorts acquisition of BetBull
in 2020, WynnBET provides highly social sports-betting technology and one-of-a-kind experiences, so
that wagering and winning can be a celebrated and shared experience.” WynnBET is currently operating
in six states across the United States.
About Apache Sky Casino
Set in the scenic copper corridor on highway 77, Apache Sky Casino offers almost 300 state-of-the-art
slot machines, featuring the newest titles and classic favorites. Friendly blackjack dealers are ready to
deal you in on live action. To discover more visit apacheskycasino.com.
About Apache Gold Casino Resort
Located five miles east of Globe, Arizona on Highway 70, Apache Gold Casino features 400-plus exciting
slot machines, including your all-time favorites and new titles which are waiting for you to take them for
a spin. Enjoy a variety of food options such as the Black River Grill which offers casual dining, while the
Apache Prime Steakhouse delivers fine dining. Try a few rounds at the Apache Stronghold Golf Course
which is a par-72, 7,519-yard long high desert golf course. Enjoy a night of comfort at the AAA-3
Diamond rated, 146-room hotel adjacent to the Apache Gold Casino, currently under renovations. To
learn more visit Apache-Gold-Casino.com.

About San Carlos Apache Tribe
The San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation spans Gila, Graham, and Pinal Counties in southeastern Arizona,
roaming over a landscape that ranges from alpine meadows to desert. Encompassing 1,834,781 acres, the
San Carlos Apache Reservation was established by executive order on November 9, 1871. Over one-third
of the community’s land is forested (175,000 acres) or wooded (665,000) acres). Forest lands, with their
jumbled topography, create a naturally superior habitat for many wildlife species causing elk, mule deer,
turkeys, black bear and mountain lion to be at home on this reservation. A portion of the reservation is
contiguous with the largest stand of ponderosa pines in the world. The Apaches are descendent of the
Athabascan family who migrated to the Southwest in the 10th century. Over time, many bands of Apache
were relocated to the reservation from their traditional homelands, which once extended through Arizona
and New Mexico.
About Wynn Interactive
Wynn Interactive is the online gaming division of Wynn Resorts, Ltd. (Nasdaq: WYNN) offering a worldclass collection of casino and sports betting mobile options for discerning players who understand the
difference between placing a bet and experiencing a bet. Wynn Interactive products, which operate under
the WynnBET, WynnSLOTS, and BetBull brands, are designed to digitally deliver the legendary service and
guest experience Wynn Resorts is known for, backed by the Company's trusted legacy as the world's
premier international casino operator.
WynnBET is anchored by its eponymous mobile sports and casino betting app providing one-of-a-kind
experiences, unique social betting mechanics, and a high-quality user interface. Currently available in New
Jersey, Colorado, Michigan, Virginia, Indiana and Tennessee, WynnBET is poised for rapid expansion in
2021 with several pending license applications in process. WynnBET is an Authorized Gaming Operator of
NASCAR and proud marketing partner of several NBA and MLB teams. For more information, visit
WynnInteractive.com or WynnBET.com.

